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This record group is comprised of a small booklet on the life of Professor William Gallogly Moorehead and a son, Warren King Moorehead, a noted archeologist, as well as writings by the former. His works include materials from his time as missionary to Italy (1862-1870), a \( \frac{1}{2} \)" packet of it written in Italian. There is a small booklet, entitled *I Cristiani Evangelici Ai Preti Di Terni*, lecture notes, sermons and manuscripts for his multiple publications of Biblical studies, both Old and New Testaments. A lecture reporting events of the Vatican Council of 1870 is also included.
I. Biographical booklet of William Gallogly Moorehead and his son, Warren King Moorehead. FF 1

II. Biblical lectures and sermons

Moorehead, William Gallogly, Genesis - Leviticus FF 2
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Numbers - Ruth FF 3
Moorehead, William Gallogly, I Samuel - Esther FF 4
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Job - Song of Solomon FF 5
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Isaiah - Ezekiel FF 6
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Daniel - Hosea FF 7
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Introduction to the Gospels pre-FF 8
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Matthew I - IV FF 8
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Matthew V - XII FF 9
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Matthew XIII - XXVIII FF 10
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Mark FF 11
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Luke I - IV FF 12
Moorehead, William Gallogly, John I - XI FF 14
Moorehead, William Gallogly, John XIII - XIX FF 15
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Acts I - IX FF 16
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Acts X - XXII FF 17
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Romans I - XIV FF 18
Moorehead, William Gallogly, I Corinthians I - IV FF 19
Moorehead, William Gallogly, I Corinthians V - XIII FF 20
Moorehead, William Gallogly, II Corinthians FF 21
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Galatians - Colossians FF 22
Moorehead, William Gallogly, I Thessalonians - Hebrews FF 23
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Hebrews XII - James II FF 24
III. Miscellaneous Lectures and Addresses.
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Lectures #1 FF 26
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Lectures #2 FF 27

IV. Manuscripts.
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Manuscripts #1 FF 28
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Manuscripts #2 FF 29
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Manuscripts #3 FF 30
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Galley proofs #1 FF 31
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Galley proofs #2 FF 32
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Galley proofs #3 FF 33

Moorehead, William Gallogly, Article in The Evangelical Repository FF 34
October, 1883.

V. Correspondence, 1872 - 1910.
Moorehead, William Gallogly FF 35

VI. Sermon Notebooks
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Sermon notebook #1 FF 36
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Sermon notebook #2 FF 37

VII. Sermon and Lecture Fragments
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Sermon & lecture fragments, #1 FF 38
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Sermon & lecture fragments, #2 FF 39
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Sermon & lecture fragments, #3 FF 40

VIII. Material from Italian Period.
Moorehead, William Gallogly, an address on Italy, packet of material written in Italian, notes on Italian period FF 41
Moorehead, William Gallogly, report Vatican Council of 1870 FF 42
VIII. Italian period continued

Moorehead, William Gallogly, lectures on Romanism

Moorehead, William Gallogly, presumed author, I Cristiani Evangelici
   At Perti Di Terni

IX. Miscellaneous.

Moorehead, William Gallogly, Lectures on Daniel by Nathaniel West
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Historical notes
Moorehead, William Gallogly, Lectures: New Testament Literature
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